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Abstract 

The aim of the research presented in this paper is to test the efficiency of the proposed genetic algorithm in the fast or real-time 
optimizations. Proposed partial genome fitness evaluation mechanism was tested on the wireless network topology optimization 
and job shop scheduling problem (JSSP).  Wireless network topology optimization requires frequent and very fast (sometimes 
real time) adjustments. Job shop scheduling problem is one of the most general and difficult of all traditional scheduling 
problems. Search based on traditional genetic algorithms usually are not suitable in solving these problems. Long computational 
time and high memory usage if a large population and / or a large number of generations are used, on the other hand, a larger 
population and a larger number of generations usually provide better results. In comparison with two other similar and commonly 
used genetic the proposed algorithms have significant improvements in speed and some case solution quality.  
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of DAAAM International Vienna. 
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1. Introduction 

Genetic algorithms are typically used when there is very little knowledge on the solution space or when there are 
far too many solutions to use standard search / optimization methods. Methods used in genetic algorithm search 
mechanism inspired by Darwin's theory of evolution and problems are solved by using techniques of natural 
evolution: crossover, inheritance, mutation and selection. They can be used to solve every optimization problem 
which can be described with the chromosome encoding, and it is very easy to understand and it can get multiple 
solutions that can be evaluated later with other methods.  

________________ 
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In today's world importance of real time or very fast optimization methods is increasing [1], [2] and [3]. Real-
time tasks are characterized by computational activities with timing constraints and classified into two categories: a 
hard real-time task and a soft real-time task [4]. In a situation when real-time optimization is required, tardiness can 
be catastrophic. The goal of hard real-time tasks scheduling algorithms is to meet all deadlines, in other words, to 
keep the feasibility of scheduling through admission control. However, in the case of soft real-time tasks, slight 
violation of deadlines is not so critical [4] [5].  Genetic algorithms are well suited to fast solve problems like JSSP 
due to their adaptability and effectiveness at searching large spaces but very often commonly used genetic 
algorithms take a long time to produce results [8]. On the other hand, GA is rarely used in real time optimization 
problems such as wireless network since they are not fast enough,   so we developed and tested genetic algorithms 
and methods to solve this problem. As it can be seen in results, the major advantage of proposed algorithm is much 
better speed because: 

 It works with only one population - less data is being moved in computer memory than in algorithms that use 
two populations of possible solutions.  

 Low number of calculations are required – fitness for each individual (possible solution) is only calculated when 
that particular individual is created or changed. 

 Small amount memory content is being moved and accessed 

2. Problem definition 

Proposed algorithm was tested on two different problems: job shop scheduling problem and wireless network 
optimization: 

 In wireless network topology optimization problem there are set of wireless access points U WL,M = {WL1, WL2, 
... , WLmap} and set of network clients U WL,C = {C1, C2, ... , Cnc}. All wireless clients are in a range of at least one 
access point. Quality and speed of network connection very much depends on the distance between access point 
and client. Maximum possible distance between client and access point was also defined. All access point have 
fixed network speed, but speed is also decreasing with the number of clients connected to particular access point.  

 In the JSSP problem there are a set of machines U JSSP,M = {M1, M2, ... , Mnm} and a set of operation U JSSP,O = 
{O1, O2, ... , Ono}. Each machine can execute one or more operations, but only one operation at a time. Each 
operation must be completed without interruption once it has started. The processing time T P(i,j) of operation Oj 
and on machine Mi and transport time T T(i,i+1) between machines i and (i+1) are machine-dependent. All 
operations have to be processed in a given order. The problem is to assign each operation to the appropriate 
machine and to sequence the operations on the machines in order to minimize the makespan. To make this 
problem more real-life like and complex, time required to complete operations and transport time among 
machines were taken in consideration. In problem test in this paper, the average value of transport time between 
machines was 1/3 of average operation time on machines. 

3. The proposed algorithm 

To test proposed algorithm two separate programs (one for each problem) were made in Visual C# programing 
language.  

3.1. Coding and fitness evaluation  

The encoding method determines how the problem is structured in the algorithm. Each chromosome (individual) 
represents a possible solution of the problem.  
JSSP: The genes of the chromosomes describe the assignment of operations to the machines in JSSP problem or 
network connection between. Order they appear in the chromosome describes the sequence of operations. The 
makespan is calculated for each chromosome and this value coincides with the fitness of that chromosome. In this 
JSSP problem, we are searching for individuals (solutions) with lower values of the fitness (makespan), and genetic 
evolution during selection will prefer chromosomes with a lower fitness. 

An important requirement for a fitness function is that the closer a chromosome is to the solution, the higher the 
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relative fitness should be. The fitness function must reward chromosomes in a manner that drives the population to 
the desired solution [3]. For each generation, all the chromosomes are evaluated, and the best and the worst 
individual in generation and the generation average fitness were recorded in this research. 

3.2. Initial Population 

In this research, the initial population has been produced randomly because this method provides a high level of 
genetic diversity. Random generation of the initial population requires longer search time (or more computational 
power) to obtain the solution, but, on the other hand, high diversity is important to avoid premature convergence and 
to escape local optimum. Just like in real life situations, in GA diversity helps a population to react quickly on 
changes in the environment and it allows the population faster adaptation to changes. 

From empirical studies, over a wide range of function optimization problems, a population size of between 50 
and 100 is usually recommended. In this research population size of 100 individuals was used in all algorithms.  

After creation of the initial population, fitness of each individual in the population is calculated. Individual with 
the lowest value of fitness is found and marked as such. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1.  Algorithm of Proposed modified GA. 

3.3. Mutation operation 

Mutation is a genetic operator used to maintain genetic diversity in genetic material (possible solution). Like in 
biological mutation, mutation in GA alters one or more genes. In algorithms tested here, individuals and genes that 
were altered were randomly selected and the probability for mutation was 3%. Since individuals are altered during 
process of the mutation - fitness for all altered individuals is recalculated. 

3.4. Selection and Crossover 

In the first-step individual with lowest value fitness is located and marked as such. After that two individuals 
(parents) are selected randomly and their genes are used for creation of a new individual. During the process of 
crossover, only one new individual is created. Newly created individual will replace one with lowest fitness value 
fitness for that new individual is calculated. 

Removing the individual with the lowest fitness when a new individual is created is consistent with 
evolutionary theory: number of individuals in the habitat is designated by resources of that habitat. Individuals that 
are not successful enough to gain access to the resources have to leave habitat or will not survive. 

Parents used to create new individual are selected randomly. All individuals in the population have the same 
chance to be selected for mating, except individual with the lowest fitness which will be removed from the 
population and replaced with the newly created individual. According to our research, usage of patents selection 
based on fitness and creation of offspring based on gene fitness estimation is not advisable. 

In this paper the proposed crossover operator (fig. 2.) is based on the fitness evaluation of just part of the 
genome. First the individual with the lowest fitness in a whole population is found and removed from the 
population. Two individual (possible parents) that will be used as building material for new individual are randomly 
selected from the entire population.  Size of each building genome block in the crossover operation are also selected 

program start; 
     {  create initial population; 

mark individual with lowest fitness; 
  repeat 

     repeat 
     selection (reject the individual with lowest fitness); 
     crossover (create a new individual); 
  until (created N new individuals); 
  mutation;  }  
 until (GA is complete); 
 show results; 
end
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randomly. In every step of the child creation fitness of the gene blocks are calculated for both possible parents and 
values are compared. Block with better fitness is used. That process is repeated until new individual is created (fig. 
2).   
 

 
 

Fig. 2. .Algorithm of proposed modified crossover. 
4. Results 

Results of the proposed algorithm were compared with the results of genetic algorithms with tournament and 
tournament-elimination selection. These two selections are chosen because they are fast, useful, robust, and it is 
commonly used in genetic algorithms and GA with tournament-elimination has many similarities with algorithm 
proposed in this paper. 

4.1. Computational time 

 A computational time very much depends on a code optimization and it is not easy to compare computational 
speed of different genetic algorithms. In this case both computer programs were made by same person. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
First was tested how long it takes to run complete a hundred generations optimization for all three GA 

compared in this research with both computer programs. Ratio among times needed to complete tasks was same in 
both computer programs. As it can be seen from the Figure 3, time needed to complete a genetic algorithm with a 
tournament elimination and proposed algorithm is almost same, but GA with a tournament selection needs 40% 
more time for completion. Tournament elimination and the proposed algorithm are similar and they, as was 
supposed, takes the almost same time for completion.  

A tournament selection genetic algorithm works with two populations and as a result much more data is 
accessed and moved in a computer memory than it is a case in other two compared algorithms. If code performance 
matters moving or accessing data in computer memory should be as low as possible because it can significantly 
prolong computation time. For example: to assign a constant value to a double precision real number in one-
dimensional matrix takes 2-3 times more time than to do the same thing with an ordinary double precision variable. 

mark individual with lowest fitness; 
 randomly select parent 1 
 randomly select parent 2  
 repeat 
  randomly define genome block size 
  estimate genome block fittnes (gene from parent 1) 
  estimate genome block fittnes (gene from parent 2) 
  comapre genome block fitheses  
  use "better" genome block for offspring creation  
 unitl (new individual is created) 

Fig. 3.Computational time. 
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In two-dimensional matrix (commonly used in GA) that time is 20-30 times higher (tested with MS Visual C# 2010 
with integer numbers). 

4.2. Performance– Results 

Figure 4. shows comparison of fitness of proposed algorithm and tournament selection and tournament-
elimination selection algorithm in job shop scheduling problem. Figure shows the fitness value of the best individual 
for 100 generation of the genetic algorithm (lower is better). First, the initial population is labelled as 1st and last as 
101st generation. Proposed algorithm has similar final performance as GA with tournament selection but proposed 
genetic algorithm needs approximately 40% less time for completion of 100 GA generations, but it is much faster 
approaching to final (best) result.   

As can be seen from results in figure 3. and 4. proposed algorithm outperforms other two GA for the same problem 
in time (fig. 3.), but also in approaching best final result. 

 

  
Fig. 4. Fitness. 

 

4.3. Performance – Genetic diversity 

Creation of genetically diversified individuals during the process of initial population creation and maintenance 
of a genetic diversity is required to ensure that the solution space is adequately searched. This is especially 
important in the earlier stages of the optimization process since loss of population diversity is considered as the 
primary reason for premature convergence. Too much selective pressure can lower the genetic diversity, on the other 
hand too little selective pressure can slow down converge and prevent GA to reach optimum in a reasonable time 
[2x]. Figure show loss of genetic diversity during GA for three tested selection methods. Tests were made with 
random and modified crossover method that is based on gene evaluation. 

Proposed GA has fast loss of genetic diversity, as it can be seen from figure 5. 
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Fig. 5.  Loss of genetic diversity. 

As can be seen from figure 5. a tournament selection GA has the slowest loss of genetic material and the 
proposed algorithm has fastest loss of genetic diversity. Since the proposed algorithm was developed with the 
intention to have low computational time, fast loss of genetic material is expected.  

In case that the proposed crossover method causes to fast loss of genetic diversity that a problem can be solved 
by introduction of partial random crossover since as can be seen in figure 5, a random crossover has slower loss of a 
genetic material. 

Conclusion 

In this paper, a modified genetic algorithm is proposed for solving the job shop scheduling problem (JSSP) and 
wireless network topology optimization. Proposed algorithm is based on tournament elimination algorithm but with 
modifications. Two main operations of the genetic algorithm were modified: selection and crossover operators. 

The experimental results show that the performance of the proposed GA is significantly improved. Proposed 
genetic algorithm was also tested in wireless network optimization and job shop scheduling problems but it can be 
used, not only on these two types of problem, but also on other optimizations problems where fitness of single gene 
can be estimated. Result prove that the proposed genetic algorithm can be used in the optimization problems where 
speed (time) is important.  

In future works, performance of proposed genetic algorithm will be tested on more complex problems and 
computer programs will be modified to work on computer systems capable of running large number of parallel 
operations. 
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